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Sunday, July 19, 2009.

It is my pleasure to announce the completion of two innovations: the JC Box and the JC
Oscillator.

The JC Box detects important price points with the help of my new proprietary
Indicator. The Boxes measure retracements accurately and convey precious information
one day in advance of events I anticipate.
A sample chart displaying different Boxes can be found at the web site.

The JC Oscillator is a trading-bands Oscillator, details of which will be presented in
an upcoming article and published in The Money Art Vol. III, early in 2011.
The JC Oscillator has all the advantages of breakout Indicators plus it detects important
changes in market sentiment 1-2 day(s) in advance.

At the web site you can see charts and performance results for the JC Oscillator in back
test format from July 2007 until July 2009 on a basket of 200+ stocks, and on a cash
(non-margined) account.

Important to keep in mind is that the system is not optimized and no stop of any kind
has been used.
My belief is that robust systems must perform well first without stops. If the system’s
test results shift from poor to good only because of active stops, the concept behind that
system or its programming code is bad.
With stops on, the JC Oscillator would have generated higher returns than the solid ones
in the reports, changing my system from better to best. As it stands now, I have a new
winner.

What makes the JC Oscillator appealing is the positive returns on all but 11 stocks out of
a total of 238 stocks, as can be seen on the diagram at the Details file.

Full relevant information is included in the reports.

I hope this news offers the public an idea not only about the quality of my work, or about
the intricacies industry insiders routinely deal with, but also where budding students of
the markets must strive to reach.

John,
Castries,
St. Lucia.


